Correlated trapping of sugar molecules by the trimeric protein channel chitoporin.
The protein channel chitoporin (ChiP), which is used by marine bacteria to translocate selected sugar molecules through the outer cell membrane, is studied via single channel current measurements in water and heavy water sugar solutions. The dynamic trapping and escape probabilities of sugar molecules from different monomers in the trimeric channel are characterized, including their dependence on channel orientation and sensitivity to a deuterium isotope effect. A detailed analysis of stochastic current fluctuations reveals that the trapping properties of chitoporin exhibit memory effects: the rate of trapping transitions depends on the previous sequence of transitions; and intermonomer correlations: the average trapping rate of an unblocked monomer is larger when its neighboring monomers are blocked. The latter, likely resulting from rapid re-trapping of recently escaped sugar molecules, is considered as a possible design strategy to enhance sugar transport.